DEPARTURE ROUTE DESCRIPTION

TAKEOFF RUNWAYS 8L/R, 9: Climb heading 087° to 600, expect RADAR vectors to RODKL, thence. . . .
TAKEOFF RUNWAYS 15L/R: Climb heading 149° to 600, then right turn direct to cross JAYLO at or below 5000, then on track 237° to RODKL, thence. . . .

. . . .on track 238° to cross PITZZ at or above 7000, then on (transition). Maintain 16000. Expect filed altitude 10 minutes after departure.

CRGER TRANSITION (PITZZ4.CRGER)
MNURE TRANSITION (PITZZ4.MNURE)
SAN ANTONIO TRANSITION (PITZZ4.SAT)
WAILN TRANSITION (PITZZ4.WAILN)